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In the aftermath of the Washington Post's Afghanistan Paper’s published
December 2019 and the growing global pandemic caused by COVID-19, mental
health resources declined. For all Americans, 2020 was defined by great
despair. While the global pandemic left no state, city, or town untouched, it
nearly decimated the men and women who served in previous wars. Retired
MSgt Mark Mosher, Co-Founder of the (0333) MOS, stated, "The work is the
therapy, but to understand this, a warfighter, a veteran must be actualized. The
past five years dealt a heavy blow to leaders and their ability to care for their
men and women. We must remember our promise to those who risked
everything as President Lincoln stated, 'To care for him who shall have borne
the battle and for his widow, and his orphan.'"

After the Pentagon announced on May 15, 2025, the new Force Design 2050
Initiative for the Marine Corps, changes within recruitment and retirement
indicated that service contracts would no longer be 4 years, but rather a
minimum of 15 years. Additionally, addendums also indicated that
recruitment and fleet entry would be based on locality. Brigadier General
John Poole, oversight chair of the (0333) program, praised the new Force
Design by stating, "Technology, was never meant to replace or substitute
humans, especially our Marines, in fact, here at the Brain, we argue late into the
night, that any substitute such as our previous AI enhancers, was jeopardizing
real-world missions. After China's 5G network hit peak performance, data
aggregation led to their SGL program, Satellite Gridlock."
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After WWII American and
Russians, retrieved Nazi science
projects. In the wake of the Cold
War the Remote Viewing
Programs flourished until the late
80's. Congress, flooded with
Christian Fundamentalist, halted
all remote viewing programs,
leaving decades of weaponized
PSI Ops in the dark. In 2021, a
group of scientist and former
veterans embarked on a journey
to discover, how the 6th Sense
worked. 
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The Work is the Therapy.MSgt Mosher

After years in combat zones measuring biofeedback,
scientist find the synchronicity matrix and hidden
language of intuition.   
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"Some of us at the Brain saw the
Chinese coming miles away. We
knew we would be in for some
rough times with all commercial
manufacturing in China and our
4th Amendment rights policy.
Therefore, we only integrated 1/4th
of our Marine Forces with AI
enhancers. Sadly, because the
Chinese beat us to space with
Satellite Gridlock, our tech was
hacked and purposely made
gimmicky, so to say."

"We had no proof China, was attacking
our tech, but we knew, plausible
deniability. In response to their lack of
cooperation with the pandemic all our
imports and manufactures went to
Mexico. China suffered heavy losses,
hence the retaliation." 

Brigadier General John Poole, later
confirmed, had it not been for the
overlays finding, our Marines would
have never been able to properly
navigate a multi-domain technological
battlespace. Jerry Rolans from Stilford
Labs, later commented, "Our findings
were surprising.

Former Marines Deploy to Find a New Language
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DID YOU KNOW?

After preliminary studies on the Caudate and
Putamen, we were hopeful that this part of the
brain region would hold the answers. It turned
out that specific conditions from institutional
regimen helped alter the brain's physiological
structures. The way Mr. Garrison explained this
was an institution like the Marine Corps parallels
religious institutions and rituals, which create
conditions. These conditions help create a kind of
precursor design or delivery system. The next
step was to take a team in a real-time situation,
measure glucose levels, galvanic skin response,
brain waves, and see the juncture when a specific
kind of information would manifest. After
realizing these markers as minuscule spikes, we
extrapolated baselines from the biofeedback and
found what we call hidden language. Meaning,
the body is talking, but it does not have a voice,
only outside biofeedback. The result was each
Marine carried a unique biorhythm to their
bodies, which was able to be read, and when
information passed, the PSI markers revealed
themselves. We cannot see it, but the person
having the premonition or precognition can.
Oddly, no matter the distance, if a biorhythm is
off, it sends an alert, and instantly a connected
teammate can respond. As predicted by Mr.
Garrison, the language can serve to save lives.
With the high suicide rates in the U.S and the
perpetual state of war, men and women can now
be taught this language. Once taught, they may
learn to assist teammates in a mental health
crisis better or prevent battlefield deaths. Once
one member receives an anomalous signal,
everyone connected receives it too, causing the
body to enter a heightened state of awareness." 

The (0333) program enhances real-time
operations, not only through mental health but
also against near-peer adversaries. China can no
longer hack our AI Enhancers. Part of this is
because the biorhythm cannot be hacked. If a
signal is hacked or mimicked by malware, its
inauthentic code will not transfer to the other
teammates. In essence, its code is a fingerprint.
Our Marines are now more adept and capable of
mission accomplishment. 


